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Background
SugarCRM is how marketing, sales, and service teams finally 
get a clear picture of each customer to help businesses reach 
new levels of performance and predictability. Sugar is the 
CRM platform that makes the hard things easier. Thousands 
of companies in over 120 countries rely on Sugar to achieve 
high-definition CX by letting the platform do the work.

Challenge
Sugar operates in a mature market, with stiff competition. In a 
recent survey of sales and marketing professionals, Sugar found 
that only 20% of sales and 2% of marketers say they are “perfectly 
aligned.” Alignment is a universal challenge for B2B companies, 
often because data is siloed between marketing and sales teams, 
making actionable insights difficult to identify. The Sugar team was 
seeking ways to stand out within the CRM market and find the perfect 
addition to their tech stack that would support their ABM effort 
with sales orchestration features. Sugar needed to reduce pipeline 
blind spots, beat competitors to conversions, and drive revenue.
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$9.9 million in influenced pipeline with 
SugarCRM’s winning ABM formula

“The winning 
formula allowing 
us to find and 
engage with 
target audiences.”

Clare Dorrian
Chief Marketing 
Officer, SugarCRM
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ABM solution
Convert buyers and accelerate pipeline 
with a targeted, intent-driven strategy

Sugar leverages Foundry, Bombora Surge Topics, and G2 intent 
data signals to identify in-market accounts early and galvanize sales 
and marketing to discover pipeline as one team. As Clare Dorrian, 
Chief Marketing Officer of SugarCRM, puts it, “The combination of 
SugarCRM, Bombora, and Foundry is the winning formula allowing 
us to find and engage with target audiences in a smart way.”

By leveraging intent data with ABM orchestration, the team hoped 
to lift account engagement in their target accounts and build out 
additional high-fit, high-intent audiences within their ideal customer 
profile (ICP). By utilizing Bombora intent data to identify surging 
accounts, they could target unknown prospects or accounts 
showing confirmed interest. The team took this a step further by 
serving up 1:1 landing pages to connect with prospects. Foundry 
was even adopted across customer initiatives to promote awareness, 
cross-sell, and upsell opportunities via advertising, personalized 
website experiences, and proactive data-based outreach. 

Foundry’s integration with Sugar makes marketing information finally  
actionable for Sales. With a high-definition customer view of account  
activity, paired with Bombora intent data, valuable account insights are 
visible within a single view. Jason Rushforth, SVP and GM SugarCRM  
Americas, explains, “We can now use our data elements to build  
dashboards and reports to create a holistic view for sales directly  
within Sugar.” 

“We can now use 
our data elements 
to build dashboards 
and reports with 
Triblio Smart 
Score to create 
a holistic view 
for sales directly 
within Sugar.”

Jason Rushforth
SVP and GM 
SugarCRM Americas
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Marketing views surging account intent topics and data to understand 
an account’s buying experience up to the point of contact with sales. 
The sales team uses Foundry’s ABM Analytics Module embedded 
directly into Sugar as well as Orchestration ABM Solution alerts 
and personalized Sugar dashboards to inform their sales plays and 
outreach strategies. These insights enable sales to optimize initial 
conversations with hot accounts and allow marketing to properly 
nurture existing accounts with personalized digital experiences.

Results
Since implementing an ABM strategy, Sugar has generated $9.9M in  
influenced pipeline attribution from their ABM efforts, with an estimated  
$2.8M in the first quarter alone. 

Sugar’s winning formula is better aligned marketing and sales initiatives 
and a highly cohesive strategy when engaging with buyers. By aligning 
insights under one shared field of view, the Sugar team saves time and 
utilizes intent signals to be first to the conversation with the proper 
messaging. They reduce unnecessary busy work and prioritize their 
days around building pipeline with accounts likely to convert. The 
team’s unified structure and strategy with Foundry and Bombora have 
enabled them to build a stronger pipeline and close more deals.

9.9M
in influenced 
pipeline attribution 
from ABM

60%
of targeted  
accounts engaged

ABM solution (continued)
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Stay in touch with us

Email: Sign up for Foundry’s newsletters and receive media and 
marketing trends as well as our proprietary research, product and event 
information direct to your inbox. Go to FoundryCo.com/newsletter.

Twitter: To get results from Foundry research when it’s released, 
or any other news, follow us on Twitter: @FoundryIDG

LinkedIn: For research, services and events announcements, visit 
us on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/foundryidg/

Find it all on FoundryCo.com

About Foundry 

Foundry’s vision is to make the world a better place by enabling the right use of technology, 
because we believe that the right use of technology can be a powerful force for good.

Foundry (an IDG, Inc. company) is a trusted and dependable editorial voice, creating 
quality content to generate knowledge, engagement and deep relationships with our 
community of the most influential technology and security decision-makers. Our premium 
media brands including CIO®, Computerworld®, CSO®, InfoWorld®, Macworld®, Network 
World®, PCWorld® and Tech Hive®, engage a quality audience of the most powerful 
technology buyers with essential guidance on the evolving technology landscape.

Our trusted brands inform our global data intelligence platform to identify and 
activate purchasing intent, powering our clients’ success. Our marketing services 
create custom content with marketing impact across video, mobile, social and 
digital. We simplify complex campaigns that fulfill marketers’ global ambitions 
seamlessly, with consistency that delivers quality results and wins awards. 
Additional information about Foundry is available at FoundryCo.com.
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